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Iraq says Israel, U.K.
thwart Us. interests
The Iraqi Foreign Ministry released a statement entitled
"Gulf policy update" on Oct. 17, which reviews British
and Israeli control over U.S. foreign policy. Excerpts
from this document, which addresses the Jerusalem mas
sacre of Oct. 8,follow.
While the Ameri can administration stage-managed a
forceful series of rapid-fire U.N. resolutions regarding
Iraqi restoration of its southern PfQvince, it engineered a
time-delayed, toothless mere slap on the wrist in response
to the most rece nt provocative slaughter of unarmed Pales
tinian citizens in AI-Quds [JerusalemJ . . 10 the former
case, the resolutions were drawn and passage forced in a
matter of hours. In the latter case, deliberations dragged
on for five days and resulted in a watered-down resolution
which criticized only the police and ignored the complici
ty of the Israeli government. These two actions, juxta
posed, clearly show the bias of American foreign poli

. .

cymakers.

Iraq maintains that this unevenhanded response to

ing with each other to ignite. Apart from the implications for

these issues is the result of thr e forces which override
true American interests and de ne the parameters of the
foreign policy of the United S tes.
The first and most obviou force which proscribes
U.S. options is that of Zionis . Zionist influene
c
on
American political decision-m ing and on the media has
funneled the focus of American
Hcy to a narrow range
of choices in international relati ns, all of which enhance
the Zionist historical goal of a ever-larger Eretz Israel.

The second force intluenci g American reaction to
the current crisis is the desire f the moribund British
Empire to reverse the process 0 the setting of the sun on
the remnants of its fonner colo ial empire.
Related to this second for is an Anglo-American
cadre of military-industrial inte sts who seek to establish
hegemony over Middle East pe
trol the economic progress of urope and Japan, thus
eliminating the competitive pot ntial of those countries.
Recognizing the limitation of U.S. foreign policy
due to these powerful forces, e Republic of Iraq has
nonetheless offered, through Pr ident Saddam Hussein's
peace initiative of Aug. 12, an 0 portunity for the United
States government to both sav face and to restore the
philosophy of its international
ations to a more just and
righteous course . . We rem 'n firm in our resolve to
seek peaceful measn to effect a comprehensive solution
to the region's disputes, to the
nefit of all mankind.
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tating consequences that ScottisH Legal Action offers its mite

the Western economies of this deliberate inciting of a militant

of support to the growing moverJent for a diplomatic solution

pan-Arabism, there remains the awesome prospect of Gorba

led by Mr. [Edward] Heath. .

chov being overthrown by a Soviet military establishment

wait must be open to negotiation It is quite unacceptable that

appalled at the massive U.S. military build up so close to its

the future of the world should be imperiled to put back in

. l The administration of Ku
]

southern borders. The British army of liberation, invisible

power a despotic family. . . . ptesident Saddam Hussein is

while Saddam Hussein was slaughtering Kuridsh nationalists
with poison gas, is now in place to recover the lost rights and

another kind of tyrant, but he does ap ear to enjoy much
I
popular support. He is clearly no madman, but an adroit
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liberties of spiders and sand flies, as it did'in its day for the

politician who has been able to play upon Arab enmity to

penguins of South Georgia. If major international conflict or

wards Israel, A war with his 1 million-strong army, seasoned

world war develops, I hope and pray that the young people

by their eight-year-Iong conflic with Iran would be such a

of Scotland individually and collectively decide upon the

protracted and bloody one if fought with conventional weap

nature of their relationship with the British state and the

ons, that there would be a strong temptation for nuclear and

inevitable demands it will make upon them,

chemical weapons to be used,

�ith their incalculable long

term consequences. . . . Clearly Kuwait is a matter of nation
Professor I.A. Willock, a specialist in Jurisprudence at Dun

al pride to the Iraqis. But their rleed to export oil is another

dee University and a highly respected lawyer, writes in an

potent factor. There must be a wa to devise a form of govern

October issue of the Scottish Legal Action Group's bulletin

ment for Kuwait acceptable to Iraq, the Western Powers and

an editorial entitled "At the brink of war. " It reads, in part:

the Kuwaiti people, and thus avoid a war which would disrupt
the whole world, but devastate the countries at the center of

The buildup towards war with Iraq is fraught with such devas-
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